Introduction
The hydrogen atom abstraction reaction is an important fundamental process that is extensively involved in atmospheric and combustion chemistry. The practical significance of this type of reaction with polyatomic hydrocarbons is manifest, which has led to many kinetics ~tudies.l-~ The detailed understanding of these reactions requires corresponding dynamics studies.
However, in comparison to the A + HX -+ AH + X reactions, the study of the dynamics of A + HR -+ AH + R reactions is much more difficult, both experimentally and theoretically (here and in the following, A stands for an atom, X stands for a halogen atom, and R stands for a polyatomic hydrocarbon radical). The complication stems from the structured R, in contrast to the structureless X. First of all, there are many internal degrees of freedom in R that can participate in the reaction. In addition, there are different carbon sites from which an H atom can be abstracted, and the dynamics are correspondingly different; there are also multiple identical carbon sites in H R and in the picture of a local reaction, there exist competitions between neighboring H atoms, and so on. Despite this complexity, there have been continuing efforts to obtain insight into the dynamics of these reactions. In this chapter, some examples are presented, including the reactions of ground state H, C1, and 0 atoms, with particular focus on our recent work using imaging to obtain the differential cross sections for these reactions. --. In Sec. 2, we will briefly review H atom abstraction from alkanes by hot H atoms, i.e. H + HR -+ H2 + R. Valentini and coworkers have conducted extensive studies on this class of reaction^.^-^ These studies are essentially carried out under single collision conditions in bulk, and the rovibrational state populations of the H2 product are measured. Based on observations with a series of alkane reagents, they have developed some models of energy disposal to understand the dynamics and to predict the dynamics of systems not yet studied, even without knowledge of the details of the potential energy surface (PES). .
,
In Sec. 3, we will review previous studies on reactions of C1 + alkanes.
The experimental methods used fall into two categories. One is the "photoloc" approach, in which the HC1 product is probed by resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), its internal energy distribution is obtained, and the differential cross section is derived by simulation of the ion time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum. The other category is crossed molecu1a.r beam study; the alkyl radical product is probed by VUV single photon ionization and its neutral TOF spectra at different angles in the laboratory frame are measured; by simulation of the TOF spectra, the center-of-mass (CM) frame angular distribution and translational energy release spectrum are obtained.
We will focus at length in Secs. 4 and 5 on the C1 + alcohols and 0 + alkanes reactions respectively. These studies combined the crossed molecular beam technique with velocity map imaging (VELMI) using d vacuum ultraviolet (VUV single photon ionization "universal" detection of the hydrocarbon radical products, which we believe are the most direct measurement of the CM differential cross section. In the experimental part of Sec. 4, we also present some results concerning the W V single photon ionization probe technique, addressing the question whether there is strong dependence of the detection efficiency on the internal energy of the hydrocarbon radical. This issue is also relevant to the studies on C1 atom reactions in Secs. 3 and 4. ,--f--I-
H L H R -+ H2ikR Reactions
f P Valentini's group hks studied this class of reactions extensively. In addition to the atom -diatom series H + HX ---t H2 + X (X = C1, Br, I),' they studied,alkane reactions, including the target molecules CD4, CzH6, CBHB, n-CgH12, and n-C~H14.~-~ Owing to the complexity of the HR molecules, Valentini's group tried to understand and predict the dynamics from the aspects of kinematics, thermochemistry, and the structure of HR. Their concern is mainly focused on the rovibrational state distribution of the Hz product, because this is what they measure directly. The details of their experimental setup can be found in Ref. This photolysis pulse produces translationally hot H atoms, which react with the alkane to form Hz. After a short photolysis-probe delay of 10-30 ns, which was chosen to assure single collision conditions, the Hz products were state selectively detected by REMPI. -'
They observed that only few of the energetically accessible states of the HZ product were measurably populated, and this was interpreted as the result of a kinematic restraint on the product translational energy.5
A positive correlation of rotational and vibrational excitation was observed, i.e. the rotational excitation became higher for higher vibrational state of the product. This correlation became stronger with increasing size of the alkane molecule.
In their previous studie loill of the reactions of H + HX + Hz + X, they found in t h e d C calculations that the local H-H impact parameter bH-H was the crucial factor that governed the dynamics, and this "localized collision" model was able to quantitatively account for the opacity functions extracted from the QCT calculations, as well as the experimentally measured rotational distribution and reaction cross sections. The local H-H impact parameter was defined as the distance between the relative velocity vector and a line parallel to it that passes through the abstracted H atom.
For the H + HR reactions, the local reaction model was extended. The model postulates that reactant structure influences the Hz product rotational distribution through two effects. The first is a modification of the opacity function, a consequence of the existence of multiple identical reaction sites that compete for the reaction. This modification is mainly a truncation of the maximum impact parameter, for there is overlap of the acceptance cone of neighboring H atoms and the reaction will occur at the smaller bH-H with the presence of the reaction barrier and the angular dependence of the barrier height. In consequence, this effect reduces the yield of higher rotational states because of the correlation between bH-H and the rotational quantum number j'. The second effect is a relaxation of the otherwise tight coupling between the constraints of the total angular momentum conservation and the total energy conservation because the polyatomic product with small rotational constants serves as an energetically "cheap" sink for angular momentum. This uncoupling should facilitate the production of higher Hz rotational states at small total angular momentum. , 
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The effect of truncation of the opacity function is more pronounced in v' = 0 than v' = 1; for v' = 1, the smaller cone of acceptance contributing to H2 product makes competition from alternative neighboring sites less likely, On the other hand, the effect of uncoupling between the constraints of total angular momentum and total energy is expected to act more effectively for z1' = 1 than v' = 0, because for producing v' = 1, the collision occurs at small impact parameters where angular momentum is more easily transferred to the radical product and the collision would otherwise be angular momentum limited. This effect results in the positive correlation between the vibrational and rotational excitations observed in the H2 product. Furthermore, as the length of the alkyl chain increases, the impulsive energy release as the products separate will lead to increasing radical rotational excitation, and the effect of uncoupling is expected to show up more.
These expectations have also been observed in their experiments. , - Hydrogen atom abstraction by chlorine atoms from small 'alkanes has been investigated in detail recently under single collision conditions using REMPI probe of the HC1 products and core extracted ion TOF meth~ds.'~-l~ These experiments took advantage of the anisotropic distribution of C1 photofragments in the photodissociation of the Cla to generate C1 reactants with a well known velocity and angular distribution. The photolysis light is 355 nm, the third harmonic output of the Nd :YAG laser. The probe laser was fired after a delay, which is usually ~lOOns, chosen to allow the reaction products build up and at the same time ensuring single collision conditions. The REMPI ionization of HC1 product provides the nascent rovibrational state distribution and analysis of the core extracted ion TOF profiles leads to laboratory velocity distributions. With assumptions about the CM speed distribution, CM angular distributions can be obtained. Zare and c o~o r k e r s l~-'~ and Dagdigian and c o~o r k e r s l~-~~ have used these methods to measure state selected differential cross sections for the HCl products in -. 
C l i M e t h r -t -
The reaction of C1 with methane in its ground vibrational state is slightly endothermic with an activation barrier ca. 2-3 kcal/mol. At a collision energy of 3.7kcal/mol, only HC1 (v = 0) is accessible and the rotational population was found to be very cold.12 The HC1 product was scattered exclusively in the backward direction in the CM frame with respect to the incident C1 atom. In the hard sphere collision model, strong back-scattering is correlated with small impact parameters "b" . This angular distribution can be intuitively explained within the line-of-centers mode120 where only the collisions with small b lead to sufficient energy along the reaction coordinate to overcome the reaction barrier. 1 The reaction of C1 with vibrationally excited methane (w = 1, asymmetric stretch) at the same collision energy showed remarkably different beha~i0r.l~ The total cross section is increased dramatically, and the dynamics are significantly different. The additional available energy provided by excitation of the methane reactant makes the reaction to produce HC1 (v = 0, J ) exothermic by ca. 7kcal/mol and opens up the HC1 (v = 1, J ) product channel, which is endothermic by ca. 2 kcal/mol. The HC1 (v = 0) products were backward scattered in analogy to the reaction with methane in its ground vibrational state, but showed greater rotational excitation. This was interpreted as the consequence of similar reaction mechanism in both cases and a greater acceptance cone for the case of methane v3 '= 1. The reactant vibrational energy provides some available energy along the reaction coordinate; this lessens the energy that must be provided by the relative translation, and increases the range of impact parameters leading to reactions. The HC1 (v = 1, J ) products were found to have lower rotational excitation than the HC1 (v = 0, J ) products and exhibited very different scattering. For very low J HC1 (v = 1, J ) products, the scattering was strongly in the forward direction exhibiting a stripping type mechanism with reactions resulting from large b collisions. With increasing J in the HC1 (v = 1, J ) products, the scattering begins to exhibit an additional component in the backward direction. Lower rotational excitation in the forward scattered products is consistent with the relatively weak interaction experienced in a large b stripping reaction where the CH3 acts as a spectator. The backward scattered products have a slight 
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increase in rotational excitation due to more effective momentum coupling in a smaller b collisions, providing an additional torque on the departing HCl product.
~

CI Ethane
The reaction of C1 with ethane is slightly endothermic by c a l 2 kcal/mol. It was found14 that only a small fraction (2%) of the available energy was partitioned into the HCl product rotation. It was also determined that there was very little internal excitation in the ethyl radical product. While these results were consistent with a developing picture of direct collinear H-atom abstraction, the nearly isotropic angular distribution was a remarkable departure from the case of methane. This difference was explained as the result of the much lower reaction barrier in the C2H6 reaction. To overcome the substantially lower barrier to reaction, only a little of the total translational energy is required along the reaction coordinate. Therefore, in contrast to the strict restriction of b for the reaction with methane, a larger range of b leads to reaction, resulting in the nearly isotropic angular distribution. The ethyl radical products have also been detected, and the results obtained by detection of the two products respectively agreed with each other very well. slightly higher than that of primary H atom abstraction. Abstraction of the primary Hfatoms in both molecules showed mostly backward scattering, and secondary and tertiary Hfatoms abstraction showed more isotropic and sideways scattering, respectively. The greater reactivity, slightly higher rotational excitation, and more isotropic scattering reflect that a larger range of b -leads to the reaction, which is consistent with the very low activation barriers reported for both reactions from kinetic studies4 Suits and coworkers have investigated the dynamics of reactions of C1 with 'propanels and pentanelg using the well established crossed molecular beam machine using VUV synchrotron radiation to probe the alkyl radical product. Compared with the "universal" electron impact ionization method, VUV synchrotron radiation ionization has the advantage that there is no background generated from dissociative ionization of scattered alkane reactant if the photon energy of the VUV light is tuned to above the ionization potential (IP) for the alkyl radical but below the IP for the alkane. They measured the laboratory frame TOF spectra at various angles, from which the CM frame flux maps were generated. The continuous atomic chlorine beam was generated by thermal dissociation of C12 diluted in rare gas mixtures at 1500-1550°C. At 1500°C a Boltzmann distribution predicts that ca. 15% of the chlorine atoms will be in the excited spin-orbit state (2P1/2). It was believed that a large percentage of these excited C1 was relaxed in the supersonic expansion and that the majority of the C1 reactants should be in the ground spin-orbit state ( 2 P 3 / 2 ) . A The reaction of C1 with propane was investigated at three collision energies, E, = 8.0, 11.5, 31.6 kcal/mol. The measurements showed very broad scattering at all three collision energies. The translational energy release for forward scattered products was greater than sideways/backward scattered products. This dependence of the translational energy release on the scattering direction was most apparent at the two higher collision energies. Furthermore, the translational energy release in the forward scattered products appeared to scale with the collision energy. This was explained by contributions from two distinct reaction mechanisms. The forward scattering component was from a stripping reaction with large impact parameters; the sideways/backward scattering component was from direct collinear abstraction with small impact parameters. The reaction of C1 with pentane was investigated at collision energy 16.8 kcal/mol. Again, two components of scattering were observed. For the forward scattering component, the translational energy release peaked at the maximum energy available for forming secondary pentyl radicals, with an average of only 1.8 kcal/mol remaining in internal degrees of freedom; this component was attributed to a stripping mechanism. For the backward/sideways scattering component, the translational energy release peaked at 6.8 kcal/mol while the average being 7.7 kcal/mol, counting for only 35% of total available energy; this immediately meant that the internal energy of the pentyl radical was significant because previous studies showed that the internal energy of the HC1 product was very low. The authors argued that the high internal energy in pentyl radical product might indicate the participation of the extended carbon backbone in the reaction. However, the "vertical H atom transition" mechanism we proposed for the 0 + alkane reaction (discussed in Sec. 5) may give a more reasonable explanation. Calculations showed a collinear transition state geometry for these reactions, and the authors argued this could be reconciled with the forward scattering if the transition state were not tight. ,--However, these results of C1 + propane/pentane reactions are far from fully understood. Ahmed and coworkers have examined these reactions22 using the experimental approach similar to that used for C1 + ROH reactions (Sec. 4). They In the C1-hydrocarbon experiments, the C1 atom beam was generated by thermal dissociation of Cl2 in a heated nozzle maintained at 1500-1550°C, and a Boltzmann distribution as stated by the authors predicts that ca. 15% of the chlorine atoms will be formed in spin-orbit excited state, C1 ( 2 P 1 p ) . While the excited state component of the C1 beam was not explicitly determined, the authors assumed that the supersonic expansion would relax the spin-orbit excited component of the beam. Traditional wisdom has it that the spin-orbit excited atoms are less reactive; however, recently Liu and coJworkers have seen enhanced reactivity with spin-orhit excited C123 and F24 atom They find the spin-orbit excited atoms show very .- To account for the forward scattering, the C1* would have to be much more reactive. In any case, it would be very interesting to study the effect of spin-orbit excitation of the C1 atom on its reaction dynamics with alcohols and hydrocarbons. Another possible explanation for the difference in the experiments concerns thk nature of the probe. The imaging studies rely on single photon ionization at 157nm, and this will not detect primary hydrocarbon radicals very efficiently, if at all. The synchrotron studies, on the other hand, relied on photoionization at much higher energies so that the relative detection efficiency for primary vs. secondary radical detection may be quite similar. If the forward scattering is associated with primary H abstraction, then this discrepancy between the two experiments could be explained. However, the thermodynamics and the translational energy release appeared to rule out forward scattering for the primary radicals, certainly for the pentane case, so this explanation is not satisfying, either.
A final possible explanation is that the forward scattering in the synchrotron studies represents inelastic scattering that is somehow detected at the radical mass. At this time, a convincing explanation for these discrepancies is not forthcoming.
H Atom Abstraction Reactions CI ROH ---f HCI H yd roxyal kyl Radical k
Introduction
While there have been a number of detailed dynamical studies performed on H abstractions from saturated hydrocarbons, analogous studies of H abstraction from [alcohols are very rare, despite the fact that alcohol oxidation has broad practical significance. With the advent of improved Fz excimer laser technology and the development of the velocity map imaging technique, Suits and coworkers have undertaken a series of experiments to study the dynamics of H abstraction reaction of ground state C1 (2P3/2) atoms with alcohols (CHsOH, C2H50H and 2-C3H70H) .25126 The corresponding hydroxyalkyl radical was detected via single photon ionization using 157nm laser light. The double differential cross sections were obtained at collision enegies of 8.7 kcal/mol for methanol, 6 .0 and 9.7kcal/mol for ethanol, and 11.9kcal/mol for 2-propanol. 
Experimental and Image Analysis
The 'crossed molecular beams apparatus has been described in detail in previous publications from the g r o~p .~~*~' Figure 1 shows the schematic. The C1 beam was generated by 193nm photodissociation of oxalyl chloride [(ClCO)2] seeded in He at the nozzle of a Proch-Trick1 piezoelectric pulsed valve. The photodissociation of oxalyl chloride at 193 nm yields predominantly C1, C1* and CO. The Cl/Cl3tom beam velocity and spread was monitored using (2 + 1) REMPI techinique, and the Cl*/Cl ratio was obtained to be 1 : 50 and 1 : 62 for oxalyl c x r i d e seeded in He and Ar respectively. It is believed that efficient quenching of Cl* happens due to many Ci-CO collisions. The speed ratio (v/Av, FWHM) for the C1 beam was 5.8 (in He) and 2.3 (in Ar), respectively. The alcohol (methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol) seeded 2% in He was expanded through another Proch-Trickl pulsed valve, collimated by a single skimmer and the beams were allowed to interact on the axis of the velocity focusing time-of-flight mass spectrometer. For the ethanol experiments, the collision energy was reduced by seeding the oxalyl chloride in Ar. The speed ratio for the alcohol beams
Light from a 157nm excimer laser (1-2mJ, 10Hz) was focusded loosely into the interaction region of the two crossed beams and used to ionize the hydroxyalkyl radical reaction product. The velocity of the ions was measured by using velocity map imaging technique, with a 80-mm diameter was greater than 12 in ail cases. 
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dual microchannel plate (MCP) detector coupled to a fast phosphor screen (P-47), which was viewed by a fast-scan charge-coupled-device camera with integrating video recorder. The ion yields were far below levels at which space charge effects would play a role. Camera threshold and gain were adjusted in conjunction with a binary video look-up table to perform integration of single ion hits on the MCP free of video noise. The recorded image, which is actually a 2D projection of the nascent 3D velocity distribution, was analyzed by established tomographic techniques to reconstruct the 3D distribution. -
There was substantial hydoxyalkyl product from photodissociation of the alcohol reagent at 157nm, which showed up as a small ring centered at the alcohol beam and created a problem in extracting information for the most sharply forward-scatteied products relative to the incoming alcohol beam. While analyzing the images, the authors omitted the region involved with the photochemistry background since subtractions of background did not yield reliable results in the region (e.g. see Fig. 3(a) ). Fortunately, this was limited to the most sharply forward portion of the distributions, where the fraction of the product flux appears to be small. Efforts were made to minimize the complications associated with crossed-beam experiments, so that they can use direct inverse Abel transform to reconstruct the 3D image. These efforts include: (1) employing intense, sharp pulses using piezo valves and a photolytic C1 atom source, so that the arrival of the C1 beam pulse was very abrupt; (2) probing immediately after the arrival of the C1 beam pulse, even though the signal there was not a maximum, so that reactions occurring prior to the probe laser contributed little to the image; and (3) using a large probe volume relative to the beam interaction volume, which was made practical by their single photon probe method. Monte Carlo simulations of the detection efficiency as a function of the recoil velocity27 justified their using of the inverse Abel transform' method to reconstruct the full 3D distributions. The experimental apparatus has been described in the above subsection, but for this purpose we only use one molecular beam, namely 2-chlorobutane replacing t heJ$@&B&n the scattering setup. Neat vapor of 2-chlorobutane at room temperature with a pressure of about 0.2 atm was used to generate the molecular beam. The beam was photolyzed by a 193nm ArF excimer laser (~4mJ/pulse), and two probe approaches were used respectively to measure the translational energy release spectrum. One is to probe the chlorine atoms via REMP133 at -235 nm ("2 mJ/pulse). This probing light was the doubled output of a tunable dye laser, which was pumped by the 355nm output of a Nd:YAG laser. The other is to probe the butyl radical using 157nm single photon ionization. In either approach, the products were detected via velocity map imaging. The CM 3D images were reconstructed using the inverse Abel transform, from which the translational energy distributions were derived. Chlorine image acquisition involved scanning over the Doppler profile and subtracting the background photochemistry generated by the probe laser. For butyl, the background produced by the 157nm probe alone was likewise excised. / At 193 nm, the available energy from 2-chlorobutane photodissociation (Eq. 6) is 63.9 kcal/m01.~~ The relative spin-orbit state populations were obtained by integrating the total signal for C1, obtained on the (4P2D3/2 ---f 3P2p3/2) transition at 235.336nm and C1* obtained on the (4p2P1l2 -+ 3p2PIl2) transition at 235.205nm with background at Cornel1 has used F2 excimer lasers in crossedtbeam studies of transition metal reaction^.^^?^^ As described in this chapter, our group has used this probe extensively to detect reaction products from crossedfbeam imaging experiments. The use of 157 nm single-photon ionization provides great sensitivity, but raises the question of the possibility of the probe sensitivity varying strongly with internal energy in the product. Indeed this is an important issue with any probe technique, whether it or electron impact-mass spectrometry. However, this investigated in much detail. To explore this issue photodissociation of 2-chlorobutane at 193 nm giving chlorine atom and 2-butyl radical, CH3CHClCH2CH3 C1+ CH3CHCH2CH3 AHf(298 K) = 84.9 kcal/mol,
subtracted as described. Using the relative linestrength 1 : 0.6 for these two transitions,28 we obtain a value of 0.50 f 0.04 for Cl*/(ClkCl*). Ion images for C1, C1* and butyl radical from the 193nm dissociation of 2-chlorobutane were acquired and analyzed using the inverse Abel transform. The results are summarized in Fig. 2 . Here, the total translational energy is presented as determined assuming momentum conservation with the undetected fragment, and thus the translational energy release distributions obtained for C1 and C4H9 may be compared directly. In Fig. 2(b) , we compare the total translational energy distribution derived from the butyl radical detection with that determined from Cl/Cl* detection, which is a weighted average of the two distributions of Fig. 2 
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There is a strong feature at very low recoil energy for the butyl fragment, and this feature appears for most systems we have studied using the 157 nm probe. We believe it arises from dissociative ionization of chlorobutane clusters in the beam, although we have not studied it in detail. We just omit this portion of the distribution for comparison of the average translational energy release. From the data in Fig. 2(b) , the average translational energy release is found to be 34.0 kcal/mol based on the C1 product, and 35.0 kcaI/moI based on the butyl product. The peaks in both cases are very near the average value. 
Results: CI+ ROH
CI + .Methanol
There are two channels for the reaction of C1 with methanol:
. .
forming the methoxy (CH30) and hydroxymethyl (CH20H) radicals respectively. The branching ratio of channel (2) has been found e~perimentally~~ to be close to unity, 0.95. The 157nm probe will not be sensitive to channel (l), because the IP of CH3O (10.42eV)36 is higher than the single photon energy of probe laser and the CH30+ ion is unstable.37 Channel (2), however, can be readily probed by single photon ionization using the 157nm laser light, because the ionization potential of CH2OH is 7.56eV.34 Figure 3 (a) shows an image of the product formed at mass 31, believed to be CH20H" (channel (2)) only, from the reaction of C1 with methanol at a collision energy of 8.7 kcal/mol. The Newton diagram is superimposed on the image. The total available energy is 15.5 kcal/mol for the measured channel. The outer ring in Fig. 3(a) shows the maximum recoil speed allowed for the CH20H radical; there is reactive flux virtually to the limit of available energy in the sideways and backward direction. The CM angular distributions, extracted from the images are shown in Fig. 3(b) . There is substantial sideways scattering-the integrated ratio of sideways (45-135") to backward (135-180') is 1.75. Figure 3(c) shows the translation energy distribution obtained from the reconstructed data. The maximum available energy is indicated in the figure. The average translational energy released is 6.1 kcal/mol, 39% of the available energy. 
Lt-,k;.a ki5-d CIkEthanol
The abstraction of an H atom from'ethanol by the C1 atom can give rise to three different radicals as shown below:
-+ CH3CH20 + HC1 AH = 4.5 kcal/mol.
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Unambiguously, the 1-hydroxyethyl radical (CH3CHOH) channel can be readily probed and the ethoxy radical (CH3CH20) channel cannot, for their IPS (6.64eV,38 10.29eV39) are far below and far above the single photon energy (7.86 eV) of the 157 nm probe laser, respectively. However, it is not so clear with the 2-hydroxyethyl radical (CH~CHZOH), since the IP for 2-hydroxyethyl is by no means conclusive. Ruscic and B e r k o~i t z~~ quote a figure of 8.18f0.08eV, but they infer an LE. of ~7 . 7 e V depending on the thermodynamic cycle and bond dissociation energies employed in generating the result. A G-2 theoretical result40 posits 7.58eV as the adiabatic ionization energy for the 2-hydroxyethyl radical. Khatoon et aL4I carried out an end product analysis experiment to measure the rates of this reaction and also derive the branching ratio for the formation of the three different radicals. They conclude, for the reaction of C1 with alcohols, that no abstraction from the OH group was observed and that the abstraction from the alkyl groups followed the thermodynamically favoured route by forming mainly secondary radicals. Based on these considerations, Ahmed and coworkers suggested that the mass 45 detected was the 1-hydroxyethyl radical only.
Reactive scattering experiments with ethanol were performed at two collision energies Ecoll =6.0 kcaI/mol and 9.7 kcal/mol, and the raw images are shown in Fi . 4(a) and 4(b) respectively. At 6.0 kcal/mol, the reactive flux is predominantly in the backward hemisphere. When the collision energy is increased to 9.7 kcal/mol, there is enhanced sideways scattering, and the raw image begins to resemble the methanol system. However, for ethanol at both collision energies the reactive flux does not extend out to'the thermodynamic limit. The average translational energy release is 38% and 32% of the available energy for Ecoll =6.0 kcal/mol and 9.7 kcal/mol, respectively. The translational energy distributions obtained from the reconstructed data are shown in the upper panel in Fig. 4(c) . The corresponding angular distributions are shown in Fig. k4(d) , normalized to the same maximum in the backward direction. As is apparent in the raw images, there is a significant enhancement in sideways scattering with an increase in collision energy. There is also substantial coupling between translational energy release and corresponding angular distributions. /Rg/ 4(e) compares the translational energy release for the sideways (50-130') to backward (130k8O0) components at a collision energy of 6.0 kcal/mol. The average energy release for the sideways scattering is 4.7kcal/mol; the backward scattering is faster, with an average of 6.6 kcal/mol translational energy. 
CI + Isopropanol
There are several channels for the H atom abstraction of C1 fromriso-,propanol, producing different radicals. The ionization energies for the possible product radicals are not available, except for 9.2 eV for the 1-Methyl ethoxy radical,42 the product of hydroxyl H abstraction. However, analogy to the systems above suggests a much lower IP for the (CH3)zCOH radical, and Ahmed and coworkers suggested this to be the most' likely candidate for their detected product at mass 59 in this reaction. An image recorded at mass 59, corresponding to (CH3)2COH+, at 11.9 kcal/mol collision energy is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The scattering is predominantly in the backward hemisphere and the image resembles the ethanol case with low collision energy. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) show the translational energy release and angular distributions. Again it is shown that the energy release is not to the thermodynamic limit. , Table 1 summarizes the results for all the alcohols studied by Ahmed and coworkers. All the translational energy distributions peak around 6 kcal/mol, irrespective of the alcohol reagent and collision energy. Another common thread is that the fraction of energy going into translation is similar for all the alcohols. , , /
Discussion: C / + ROH /'
The reaction of methanol with chlorine atoms has been studied in a number of laboratories using traditional kinetic methods43 and the consensus is that the hydroxymethyl, radical formation channel is predominant. The rate of reaction is moderately fast, (5.3-6.3) x cm3 molecule-' s-l, with no appreciable barrier. However, experimental studies on the dynamics of H abstraction from methanol are rare. ' ' have performed ab initio calculations at different levels of theory and using several basis sets to characterize stationary points on the potential surface for the reaction of C1 with CH30H. They found several minima, including one in the entrance channel corresponding to C1 attaching to the 0 atom and another in the exit channel resembling a hydrogen bonded complex between HCI and CH20H. The latter represents the minimum point on the surface, 10.0 kcal/mol below the reactants. The presence of these minima led them to suggest that reaction occurs via forma- However, they generated only a few stationary points on the surface and did not explicitly consider the reaction path.
According to the above results from Ahmed and coworkern study, however, there clearly exists a direct reaction mechanism, at least at 8.7 kcal/mol collision'energy, because the products are exclusively sidewaysbackscattered. Although there is background problem in the sharply forward-scattered region, in all cases they can rule out the forwardbackward symmetry characteristic of collision complexes. All of the --. Khatoon et aL4l have studied the kinetics and mechanism of reaction of C1 with ethanol (1.2 x 10-10cm3molecule-1s-1) and 1-and 2-propanol. For the reaction of C1 atoms with alcohols, no abstraction from the OH group was observed, and abstraction from the alkyl groups followed the thermodynamicalljr favored route by forming mainly secondary radicals. J. Edelbuttel-Einhaus et al. reported a rate constant of 7.84 x cm3 rnolecule-l~-~, and oljtained'a branching ratio of 1: 20 ' between reactions 4 and 3; confirming that the 1-hydroxyethyl radical is predominantly formed. / The scattering studies shown in this section have demonstrated the effect of collision energy. At low collision energy, scattering is predominantly in the backward hemisphere. With an increase in collision energy the scattering is enhanced in the sideways direction with no concomitant increase in the translational energy release. The angular distributions for ethanol at the higher collision energy begins to resemble that of methanol, suggesting that larger impact parameter collisions begin to play a role, or deviations from collinearity may be more important. The translational energy release is reduced in the sideways direction, implying greater internal energy in the larger impact parameter collisions. This is consistent with greater rotational excitation for these sideways scattered products. ~ The energies of the C-H bonds in ethanol and propane are very similar; furthermore, the structures resemble each other. So, it is interesting to compare the results for CI-QHbOH with Cl-C3H8. Ahmed and coworkers do not observe the large impact parameter-dominated fast forward-sideways scattering reported in the case of propane by Blank et aL18 However, for found a much larger fraction of available energy in translation than in the C1-ethanol reaction, and this fraction changed little with collision energy examination of column 5 in Table 1 shows qualitatively similar behavior for C2H50H. ,-Following in a similar vein, scattering for the Cl-C3H70H system should resemble the Cl-CsH12 system. In the case of the C1-isopropanol system, the angular distributions are qualitatively quite similar to the backward scattering (channel 2) reported in the CI-CsH12 system.lg Hemmi and Suitslg saw a broad backward scattering distribution with about 35% of the available energy being deposited into product translation, similar to the 31% here in the Cl-C3H70H system. And just as in the propane case, Hemmi and Suits observed a distinct forward-sideways scattered component with almost all the available energy being deposited into product translation. Hemmi and Suits invoked the participation of the carbon skeleton in the scattering process to account for the substahtial internal energy deposited in the hydrocarbon radical fragment. However, with the conclusions'of our recent studies of 0 + alkane reactions, it seems reasonable to suggest that the "vertical" reaction mechanism may also apply to the H atom abstraction by C1 atom (see Sec. 5 b e l 0 4
Given the similarity in th'e sideways-backward scattering between the C1-alcohol and C1-hydrocarbon systems, Ahmed and coworkers, however, do not observe the analogous fast forward-sideways scattering component seen by Suits and cqworkers in their C1-hydrocarbon experiments. Actually, as discussed in Sey3.5, Ahmed et al. have also studied the C1 + HR reactions using the same experimental setup as for this C1 + ROH study, but they did not observe the forward-sideways scattering component either .22 ionization probe of the alkyl radical product, our group reported the first investigation of the global dynamics of these r e a c t i o n~,~~,~~ affording new insights into this classic problem. Prior to this study, essentially all experimental studies of the dynamics of these reactions had relied upon' probing of the OH product during the previous two decades of investigation, and detailed translational energy and angular distributions had never been obtained.47 This new imaging study is presented in this section, after a brief review of previous studies.
The major product channel of the reactions of ground state oxygen atoms with saturated hydrocarbons is to produce OH(211) and the alkyl r a d i~a l ,~~*~~ and these reactions are often used as model systems for under-.
standing H abstraction dynamics. Moreover, these reactions' play an important role in combustion and atmospheric chemistry. There have been extensive investigations of the dynamics, and distinct hydrocarbon reagents have been used to study the different dynamics of reaction with primary, secondary or tertiary hydrogen atoms. This effort has recehly been summarized in a luci: review by Ausfelder and M~K e n d r i c k .~~ 'There have also been very extensive experimental kinetics on these reactions, and they have established the presence of a significant barrier to reaction and provided evidence for a marked steric hhdrance for the rkactions. The barriei helghtS3 ar6'reported to be about 8.1, 5.3, ahd 5.Okcal;/mol~for rektidn wikh prim&r.ryi secondafy, and tertiiiry hydrogen atoms respectively; where& these experimentally istimated values vary by about 1.2 kcal/mof. The coirespohding reaction Gnthalpiks at 298K are -1.9; -6.7, and -8:9 kcal/mol, re~pectively.~~ ' .
Andresen and Luntz conducted the first dynamics ~t u d i e s~' >~~ of these reactions in 1980, in which they measured the internal state distribution of OH product via laser-induced fluorescence, with an effusive 0 atom source and under crossed beam conditions n: addition, they reported theoretical quasiclassical trajectory d QCT cakulations on a model potential surface. They investigated O ( 3 P ) reactions with neopentane, cyclohexane, and isobutane, representing primary, secondary, and tertiary hydrogen atom reaction, respectively. The OH products were found to be rotationally cold, regardless of the nature of the hydrocarbon reagent. The OH vibrational excitation, on the other hand, was found to be very sensitive to the nature of the carbon site from which the hydrogen was abstracted, increasing markedly through the order from primary, secondary, to tertiary H atom target. At 7.1 kcal/mol collision energy, they found the ratio g('u = l)/cr('u = 0) to be 0.01, 0.24, and 1.4, for primary, secondary and -
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tertiary H atoms, respectively. They identified a collinear H atom abstraction mechanism, and this conclusion was supported by their trajectory calculations on a model triatomic London-Eyring-Polanyi-Sat0 (LEPS) potential surface intended to simulate reaction with a secondary H atom. Also using LIF detection of the OH product but employing a supersonic 0(3 P ) beam source, Whitehead and c o w~r k e r s~~t~~ obtained better definition of the collision energy and considerably expanded the range of target molecules. More recently, McKendrick and coworker^^^*^^ extended the studies to include the first two members of saturated hydrocarbon family, methane and ethane, and in particular they have used the OH spin-orbit state distribution, long known to be non-statistical, as a probe of nonadiabatic dynamics in this system. / Using polarized Doppler spectroscopy under bulb conditions, Kajimoto and coworkers55 recently studied the dynamics of these reactions. They reported results for the OH v = 1 product from reaction of O(3P) with cyclohexane and isobutane. They obtained t $ first experimental differential cross sections for these reactions, although only for the vibrationally excited OH product and with a broad spread of collision energy. They inferred significant internal excitation in the alkyl radical as well. At low collision energy, they found a backscattered angular distribution as was predicted in the original theoretical studies by Luntz and Andresen. However, with increased collision energy, they found that the forward scattering becomes comparable to the backward scattering, and proposed the onset of the stripping pathway to account for this, a marked departure from previous work. '
One earlier study directly probed the internal energy in the alkyl fragment, in the case of O ( 3 P ) reaction with methane.56 While the study was focused primarily on O('D) reaction, results for@P) were also reported for comparison. Their approach consisted of SO2 photolysis as the 0 atom source, with cw diode laser probe of the methyl product under bulb conditions at relatively high pressure. Although the long kime scale and high pressure precluded rotational resolution, their results showed substantial umbrella-mode excitation.
While the experimental studies explored quite a few systems, most of the ab initid studies of these and related reactions are actually limited to O ( 3 P ) + methane. The earliest studies simply tried to determine the transition state geometry and the height of the barrier.57 Simply based on correlation arguments, the 3Esurface, for which one of the 0 atom unpaired orbitals points toward the hydrocarbon, is found to be reactive,'while the
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3A2 surface is unreactive. The transition state was found to have a collinear geometry and this has been confirmed in many subsequent calculations. The readers are referred to the review by Ausfelder and McKendrick and references therein for more details on the theoretical studies.
In this section, we present our recent study of the dynamics of O ( 3 P ) reaction with secondary and tertiary hydrocarbons at a range of collision energies. With the apparatus adapted to provide intense O ( 3 P ) beams with easily tunable velocities, we obtained the first measurement of the differential cross-sections at well-defined collision energy. Based on these measurements, and using the OH internal energy distribution of Andresen and L u n t~,~' we also obtained the internal energy distribution of the alkyl radical product. On the byis of these results, and supporting theoretical calculations, we proposed a modification of the traditional triatomic picture used to understand the dynamics of tliese reactions. 
Experimental and Image Analysis
The crossed molecular beam imaging machine used in the present work has been described in detail elsewhere,28 and the detection method is similar to that described in Sec. 4. However, additional major modifications were made for purpose'of the piesent exp'eriment. Figure 6 shows the schematic of the setup. Two molecular beams, the alkane reabtant'and sulfur dioxide, are generated using piezoelectric pulsed valves. The beams are parallel with each other and 57 mm apart, with the'alkane beam propagating along the axis of the ion optics-toward the imaging detector. O ( 3 P ) is produced by SOz photolysis at 193nm. The 193nm laser (-lOOmJ/pulse) crosses " the SO, precursor beam upstream from the 157nm laser (NlmJ/pulse) probe spot, with a distance adjusted with the desired coll'ision energy so that the nominal relative velocity o€ the'reagents is pkallel with the'iurface of 'the detector. The 'mairi advantage of'this config'uration is that Photolysis of SO2 sds: at 193nm generates fast O ( 3 P ) atoms with a range of recoil velocities and no O ( l 0 ) atoms.60i61 By choosing the delay between the photolysis and probe laser pulses, continuously tunable O ( 3 P ) velocities are obtained. Although faster O ( 3 P ) atoms that have arrived at the alkane beam earlier may also contribute to the recorded image and in consequence broaden the collision energy spread and distort the image, it is clear from our studies, and from modeling the experiment, that the motion of the center o mass of earlier collisions rapidly carries the products away from the probe region, so that only contributions from collisions during or very near to the time of the probe pulse are important. The result is that the distortion is quite modest, and can readily be modeled and understood, and that the broadening of the collision energy is small. As a result, a broad photolysis source gives rise to a collision energy that is well-defined and easily tunable under crossedtbeam conditions. Collision energies from 4 up to 15 kcal/mol are practical for the reaction with cyclohexane in our experimental setup. Pure SO2 with a backing pressure of 2.0 atm is used to generate the SO2 molecular beam. For the alkane beam, pure alkane vapor is used, and the backing pressure ranges from 0.15 to 0.5atm. It is necessary to keep the alkane beam as slow as possible to minimize the horizontal offset between photolysis and probe lasers, but a tradeoff exists between considerations of the offset and the distortion of the images from pre-probe events. When the alkyl product of the reaction is probed by the 157nm laser, the parent alkane also produces alkyl radicals via 157 nm photodissociation. This background photochemistry, confined to the forward scattering region, does not depend on the oxygen atom beam and is subtracted by offsetting the SO2 molecular beam pulse temporally so that it is missed by the 193nm photolysis laser. This allows for reliable, albeit noisy, data to be obtained even for the forward scattered product. However, this photochemical background does represent one of the most challenging aspects of this approach. -When the ion imaging technique is applied to the scattering studies, some inherent factors make the analysis of obtained images complicated. These factors include the finite duration of the molecular beam pulses, the spreads in the beam velocities and the size of the probe volume relative to the interaction volume. Usually one cannot simply use the straightforward transform as commonly used for photochemistry studies. These issues have been studied in detail beginning with the first such scattering experiments in the Houston g r o~p ,~~,~~ and a variety of computer programs have been developed in a number of groups around the world to deconvolute these instrument functions and isolate the underlying d i s t r i b u t i o n~.~~t~~ In our G s present study, some particular features make an understanding of the rela-I tion between the centerkofbass distributions and the experimental image a P.
crucial issue. Most significantly, we rely on a free photolytic source for the O ( 3 P ) reagent, and its inherent velocity distribution is extremely broad; indeed we tune through this distribution experimentally to adjust the collision energy. Furthermore, in the present configuration the faster oxygen atoms can interact with the alkane beam anywhere along its path; if the scattering event then puts the product alkyl radical into the probe laser volume at the time the laser fires, then detection of that product is possible. To account for all of these issues rigorously, we have adapted the original Monte Carlo program used to simulate the Ar-NO scattering studies in the Houston to our current configuration. We first note, however, the chief reason this approach works as well as it does given the limitations from the detection region that makes the scattering from earlier events less important than one might suspect. The translational energy distributions peak at 30-40% of the available energy, and generally span from 0 to the limit of the available energy. Table 2 shows the average energy in translation and the average internal energy inferred in the alkyl product based upon Andresen and Luntz's values for the OH internal energy.
Shown in Fig. 9 are a set of images acquired for reactions of O ( 3 P ) with cyclohexane, p-butane and isobutane at the same 23 ps delay between the photolysis and probe lasers, and the corresponding simulation images. The collision energies are 11.3, 10.2 and 10.2 kcal/mol, respectively. The translational energy and angular distributions derived from the images are shown in Fig. 10 . The angular distributions turn out to be very similar for all three reactions. The energy release parameters are also listed in Table 2 for comparison. I * These results represent the first global differential cross section measurements for reactions of oxygen atom with alkanes. The angular distribution of broad backscattering we observe is actually a long anticipated result, and it was predicted in the original theoretical investigation by Luntz and Andresen using a semiempirical triatomic LEPS surface.51 The distributions are quite similar to the H atom abstraction results for C1+ alcohols26 reactions in Sec. 4, and also reminiscent of the backscattering component in the reactions of C1+ alkanes reported by Blank1* et al. and Hemmi and Suitslg (see Sec. 3). All of these reactions proceed over a barrier, although the barriers are much lower in the C1 c&e. The tendency of the angular distribution to extend to forward direction with increasing collision energy can also be readily understood for such rebound dynamics, because the deflection at a given impact parameter tends to decrease with increasing collision energy and that, with higher collision energy, larger impact parameters may contribute to reaction in the "line-of-centers" picture" and thus enhance the scattering in the more forward direction. The tendency to move to sideways scattering at high collision energy, as'we see in the result for cyclohexane at 14.8 kcal/mol collision energy, has also been seen in the C1+ propane reactions. It likely reflects the fact that the maximum in the opacity function does.not occur at zero impact parameter f o r the collision. The opacity function in terms of a "local impact parameter" for the three atoms most relevant in the reaction, i.e. 0-H-C, may peak at zero, but Fig. 9. , , this is not likely to be zero for the genuine impact parameter in the overall collision frame. These important issues clearly distinguish model triatomic reaction dynamics from that of more complex polyatomic systems, and represent an area wkere theoretical modeling would provide valuable insight. It should be pointed out that the theoretical modeling we need here is somewhat different from Valentini's local impact parameter model, which is aimed at understanding the Hz (HA) product rovibrational distribution. We notice a remarkable discrepancy between the angular distributions we observe and the results reported by Kajimoto et aL55 They have obtained the differential cross section for OH (v = 1) product from O ( 3 P ) reaction with cyclohexane and isobutane obtained using Doppler-resolved, polarized laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy under bulb conditions. Their angular distributions showed backscattering at their lowest collision energy, but the distributions become nearly forward-backward symmetric at high collision energy, and they proposed the onset of a stripping pathway to explain this phenomenon. Obviously, our angular distribution at similar collision energy disagrees with their higher collision energy case. Despite considerable effort, we were not able to find a satisfactory explanation for this substantial difference, which cannot be attributed to ambiguities in the data analysis of either experiment. The most significant difference between reaction conditions in the two experiments is the internal energy (and angular momentum) of the alkane reactant, although we have no good explanation of how this difference could lead to a substantial change in the angular distribution. , r
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From the translational energy distributions we obtained and the result of very low OH internal energy from previous studies, we can obtain the alkyl product internal energy distribution. It is clear from the distributions and the parameters summarized in Table 2 that a remarkably large fraction of energy is partitioned into internal modes of the alkyl radical, regardless of the identity of the alkane reagent. This is somewhat surprising because the simple triatomic model has long been used to successfully explain the OH rotational excitation previously observed, which by definition assumes no internal energy in the alkyl radical product. In fact, in extracting the vibrational branching ratios from their LIF data, Andresen and L~n t z ,~' as well as Whitehead66 and others have assumed the alkyl co-fragment is completely cold. Some such assumption is necessary in order to account for the density-to-flux transformation in converting the measured LIF signals into populations. Both Andresen and Luntz, and Whitehead et al. estimated the sensitivity of their measured vibrational populations to these assumptions, and anticipated a deviation of 10-15010 in the reported vibrational branching if 50% of the available energy were in fact partitioned to the alkyl radical. This modest correction will clearly not have a significant impact on the conclusions of these studies. Kajimoto and coworkers provided evidence for internal energy in the alkyl fragment in their Doppler studies discussed and noted that the simple triatomic picture of the reaction could not account for this. Unfortunately, their report only concerned the products formed in conjunction with OH (v = 1) so that it was difficult to generalize this aspect of their conclusions to the global dynamics. , -
The consensus, based upon an abundance of LIF spectra for many systems, has been that reaction proceeds through a collinear transition state, and this is reflected in the cold OH rotational distributions. The angular distribution, in the triatomic picture, was expected to show direct backscattering consistent with rebound reaction dynamics. The trends in the vibrational partitioning also fit perfectly into a collinear triatomic view. The finding of substantial internal energy in the alkyl product thus put forth a couple of questions: How can this quasi-triatomic picture be so successful at modeling the OH rotational and vibrational distributions and, at least roughly, the angular distribution, while more than 40% of the available energy ends up in internal modes of the polyatomic co-fragment? Since it is a direct rebound reaction, how does the polyatomic co-fragment get excited? These same questions apply to the C1 + alkane and C1 + alcohol results, which also showed substantial internal energy in the backscattered alkyl and hydroxyalkyl radical products. We propose a view of the reaction in which the H transfer is a '(vertical" rather than "adiabatic" process, which suggests that, while the H atom is abstracted, the alkyl radical product is left with the same geometry as in its parent alkane, and its relaxation afterwards accounts for the major part of its internal excitation. This view is equivalent to the F'ranck-Condon picture often invoked to understand vibrational partitioning in photodissociation. Our ab initio calculations of the relaxation energy support this picture. The calculations are performed using the MOLPRO 2002 package67 at the RCCSD(T) level with a cc-pVDZ basis set. To date, we have only finished for the case of nbutane. The relaxation energy is found to be 5.6 kcal/mol. This is indeed the magnitude we are looking for to account for the paradoxical success of the triatomic picture despite the large internal excitation. The last column in Table 2 ,. showing the energy inferred in the alkyl radical assuming the OH vibrational excitation reported in Ref. 50, shows substantial support for this view. For the lowest collision energies in cyclohexane, we find 4.9 kcal/mol in internal degrees of freedom. As the collision energy is increased to 6.6 kcal/mol, at first there is little change in the internal excitation, increasing to only 5.2 kcal/mol. As the collision energy is further The differential cross sections for isobutane, the tertiary H abstraction case, are remarkably similar to the n-butane result. According to previous studies of this reaction by Andresen and Luntz and others, the vibrational excitation of the OH product is significantly greater for tertiary H atom ' abstraction, which has been ascribed to a change in the location of the saddle point closer to the reactants. It appears from the results here, summarized in Fig. i !, , lO and Table 2 , that this has little effect on the energy disposition in the alkyl radical co-fragment. '
We thus need a revision of the triatomic picture to account for the dynamics of these reactions beyond the internal energy of the OH product. To a first approximation, the revision is to simply reduce the effective exoergicity by the relaxation energy of the alkyl radical product, -5 kcal/mol. Then, we still anticipate conservation of translational energy and cold OH rotational distributions, the trends for OH vibrational excitation still depend only on the potential as a function of the C-H and H-0 distances, but the internal energy of the product polyatomic radical is largely predetermined by the geometry of the parent hydrocarbon; Of course this picture only reproduces the broad features of the dynamics we observe. In fact, the translational energy distributions extend to the limit of the available energy, clearly showing that in some cases this relaxation energy in the radical can couple to translation. , , -Similar dynamics' were observed in other H abstraction reactions (see 
Concluding Remarks
The reaction dynamics of H atom abstraction from polyatomic molecules by H, C1, and 0 atoms have so far been extensively investigated. Most of the studies have based on probing the diatomic product using REMPI or LIF approaches, while some recent studies probed the polyatomic product using VUV single photon ionization. There have been extensive measurements of the internal energy distribution of the diatomic product, and the measurement of the differential cross section is relatively race. The reaction usually proceeds over a barrier with a collinear transition geometry, and the products are essentially backward scattered. With increasing collision energy and/or certain internal excitation of the polyatomic reactant, the acceptance cone is widened and the product angular distribution broadened. , /
Based on their extensive studies of the H + HX/HR reaitions, Valentirii's group has developed 'some simple models to understand the dynamics and its dependence on the HX/HR reactant, mainly focusing on the rovibrational distribution of the Hz product. Owing to the complexity of the HR molecules, they tried to understand and predict the dynamics from the aspects of kinematics, thermochemistry, and the structure of HR. The main points includes the kinematic constraint on the product translational energy, truncation df large local impact parameter due to the competition of neighboring H atoms, and the relaxation of the coupling between the confinements of energy conservation and angular momentum conservation due to the presence of the polyatomic product as a energy-wise "cheap" sink of angular momentum. A Valentini's group recently developed a kinematic model to understand the energy partition in H atom abstraction reaction, and the main conclusion is that there exists a f ower limit to the kinetic energy release, or in other words there is an upper limit to the internal energy of the product that may be considerably lower than total available energy. This limit is related only to the mass ccmbination in the reaction and the'collision energy, effectively determined by the skew angle for the reaction. This model hak successfully explained the rovibrational distribution of the diatomic Hz/HCI product measured in many Hfatom abstraction reaction systems'such as H + HCI, H + CsH14, and C1 + CzHs. However, this model fails to explain our translational energy release spectrum measurement for the 0 + alkane and C1 + alcohol reactions. It is surprising to note that Valentini and coworkers have not compared their model with any translational energy release spectra although the idea of the model is based directly on determination of the lower limit of the translational energy of the reaction products. This is likely a consequence of the scarcity of such measurements until recently, and it highlights the importance of a global measurement of the dynamics. The main explanation for the failure of the model in the cases of 0 + alkane and C1 + alcohol reactions may be related to the invalidity of application of the collinear triatomic configuration in the model to the atom + polyatom systems, where there are many more degrees of freedom that can participate in the reaction. ,-With insight into the internal energy of the polyatomic product, which was made available by measurement of the translational energy release, we recently proposed a "vertical" H atom transition mechanism and modified the triatomic model to explain the global dynamics we observed for the 0 + alkane reactions. This mechanism may be a normative principle for H abstraction dynamics in polyatomic molecules. We expect more both experimental and theoretical dynamics studies in the future to help better understand the global dynamics, especially how the internal degrees of freedom of the polyatom play their roles in the reactions. ,--
